Abstract, //"'-sets are defined on the 2-torus and the following results are established: (1) //"'-sets are sets of uniqueness both for Abel summability and circular convergence of double trigonometric series; (2) a countable union of closed sets of uniqueness of type (A) (i.e., Abel summability) is also a set of uniqueness of type (A).
1. Introduction. Using the notation X=(x, y), M=(m,n), (M, X)=mx+ny, \x\2 = (X, X), and letting M designate an integral lattice point, we shall say that the double trigonometric series 2 aMeilM-X) is circularly convergent to zero at the point X0 if lim 2 aM exP ('(M> xo)) -°-/¡-.CO |M|SR Designating the 2-torus T2 by T2={X : -tt^x<tt, -7rgv<7r}, we shall say that a set E<^T2 is a set of uniqueness of type (C) on the 2-torus provided the following holds :
If a double trigonometric series 2 aMeim,X) is circularly convergent to zero in T2-E, then aM = 0 for every integral lattice point M.
Next, adopting the notation in [11, p. 346] , we let {VJk}k=1 be a sequence of Jtuples with positive integral entries, i.e. Vk = fa,..., vk) with v{ a positive integer for7=1,..
.,J and k = l, 2,.... We call {Vk}k=i a normal sequence provided the following holds: If BJ = (b1, ..., b1 ) is a /-tuple with each entry an integer and at least one entry different from zero, then lim \b1vi+---+b,vi\ = -(-co.
fc-»oo
We call the sequence {V¿, Wk}k = x a sequence of normal pairs if each of the sequences {Vk}k=1 and {Wi}k = 1 are normal.
[March Designating the 2/-torus by F2y, i.e. T2J={(x1,.. .,x21): -tt^x'<tt,j=1, .. .,27}, we say a set E<=T2 is a set of type 77(J> provided the following holds:
There is a sequence of normal pairs {Vk, Wk}k = j. and there is a nonempty domain @^T2, such that if X=(x, y) is in £, the 2,7-tuple (xvk,ywk,..., xv{,ywk) is in T2J-Q! mod 277 in each entry for k = 1, 2,.... To be quite explicit about this last statement, we mean if we replace each entry xvk or ywk by the number in the interval [--n, tt) which is congruent to it mod 27r, then this new 27-tuple lies in T2J-®. We intend to establish the following result : Theorem 1. Sets Hu) are sets of uniqueness of type (C) on the 2-torus.
On the 1-torus, the analogue of the above result is well known [11, p. 346] . On the higher dimensional tori and in particular on the 3-torus the analogous result is an open question.
We shall prove Theorem 1 by showing that it is an immediate corollary to Theorem 2 which concerns itself with sets of uniqueness for Abel summability (sets of uniqueness of type (A)). We refer the reader to §3 below for the full statement of Theorem 2 and the definitions involved.
In §3, we also establish the fact that a countable union of closed sets of uniqueness of type (A) on the 2-torus is a set of uniqueness of type (A).
Both the analogues of this last result and of Theorem 2 are open questions on the 3-torus in particular and on the N-torus in general, N^3.
2. Formal multiplication. The main new difficulty that arises in establishing Theorems 1, 2 and 3 lies in the area of formal multiplication of double trigonometric series. An examination of the proof of the 1-dimensional version of Theorem 1 [11, shows that it depends heavily on the formal product theorem [11, 4.9, p. 331] . The direct analogue of this theorem in 2-dimensions (that is, when we assume aM = o(\) as |M| -> oo) is easily seen to be false (see §4 below where this matter is discussed in greater detail).
Let Sk(X) = 2 öMeUM,x>, k = 1, 2, be two double trigonometric series. If, for each integral lattice point M, the series 2p |äpßff-p| < °° (where the sum is taken over all integral lattice points P), we say that the formal product of SX(X) and S2(X) exists. We designate this formal product by S3(X) = S1(X)S2(X) where S3(X) is the trigonometric series defined as follows :
We shall say a double series 2 <*m is Bochner-Riesz summable of order ß, ß^O, henceforth designated by (B-R, ß), to £ if (2.3) lim 2 aM(l-\M\2lR2Y = f
R-»oo |M|gB
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In order to obtain our main result on formal multiplication of double trigonometric series, we need the following lemma concerning Bochner-Riesz summability. Lemma 1. Let 2 aM be a double series enjoying the following two properties: (2.4) 2sáiMiáB+i \aM\=o(R)as R^co, (2.5) 2 maM and 2 naM are respectively (B-R, 2) summable to the finite values & and £2.
Suppose also that 2 aM is a double trigonometric series enjoying the following two properties: (2.6) |aM| = 0(|M|-15)as|M|^oo, (2.7) 2\M\éR<*M-+0as F-^co. Set Am=~2p aPaM_P. Then the double series 2 AM is (B-R, 3) summable to zero.
The techniques used in establishing this result are in part similar to those in [1] and [8] . This lemma, however, has a somewhat different twist to it.
Before starting the proof, we observe as in [1, (3) , p. 326] that (2.8) /SM = 0(|M|-e), ö>2, implies that 2bsiMi \ßM\ = 0(R~e+2) as F^oo.
To prove the lemma we observe first from (2.4) and (2.6) that (2.9) 2p \ctpaM-p\ <°° for every M. Consequently AM is well defined.
It follows from the definition of AM, (2.3), and (2.9) that the lemma will be established once we show that, as R -> oo, (2.10) 2fl4 I «m-p(R2-\M\2)3] -o(R6).
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In the rest of the proof of the lemma, R will be understood to be ^10. Observing that, for |F| = 27î, 2imisb |«m-p| ^2ipi-bsimi |«m|, we conclude from (2.6) and (2.8) Hb= 2 qaP(R2-\P\2) 2 <*m-p("-?).
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We now show that lB = o(Re) ; a similar proof will prevail to show that IIfl = o(R6).
We begin by observing from (2.6) that there is a finite constant C6 such that limfl^,,, 2imisb«m-p(w-/') = C6. Consequently,
|M|SB B<|M| But then from (2.25) and (2.27) we see that
On the other hand, from (2.4) it follows that
We conclude from (2.30) and (2.31) that
Next, we observe from (2.6) and (2.8) that there is a constant C7, such that, for \P\uR-2,
Consequently, we obtain from this last fact and (2.4) that there is a constant C8 such that (2.33)
We consequently obtain from (2.28), (2.32) and (2.33) that
A similar proof shows that
(2.34) and (2.35) together give (2.24) , and the proof of the lemma is complete. Next, we introduce the notion of Abel summability. We say the double trigonometric series ^aMei{M,X) with coefficients |aM| = 0(|Ai|s) for some Öä0 is Abel summable at the point X0 to the finite value s if (2.36)
It follows from the Cauchy criterion (see [6, pp. 67-68] or [7, p. 468] 
exists and is finite. (In the sequel, we shall drop the + in limi_0+-) With B(X, h) designating the open 2-ball ( = open disc) with center X and radius h, the next lemma that we establish is the following: Lemma 2. Let J,aMei{M-X) be a double trigonometric series having the following properties. Suppose that (2.37) aM=äMfor all M; (2.38 ) aM = o(l)as |M|^oo; (2.39) |2m aMei(M-X)-mt\úC<oofor 0<t< 1 and X in B(X0, hQ), «0>0; (2.40) lim(^o 2m aMeUM-X)-|M|i=0 almost everywhere in B(X0, hQ). XQ, h0) and both (2.43) 2 "iflj, exp (i(M, X0)) and 2 naM exp (i(M, X0)) are each (B-R, 2) summable to zero.
To prove the lemma, we set, for t > 0, (2.44)F(^,0=-2M,oÖM|M|-V^>-iM't and observe from (2.39) and (2.44) that ,h0l2) and observe from (2.51) that
where A is the Laplace operator 82l8x2 + 82j8y2. Consequently, we obtain from (2.54) that
and we conclude from (2.53), (2.56), (2.57) and [4, p. 14] that
We therefore obtain from (2.56) that G(X) is in class C™ [B(X0, h0¡2) ], that AG(X) = F(X) in B(X0, h0¡2) and consequently that (2.58) A2G(X) = 0 in B(X0, h0¡2).
Next, we set
where we see that the series in (2.59) converges absolutely because of (2.38 A2g'(X) = 0 inB(X0,h0l2).
Observing that |/waM| = o(|Af|) as M-»-oo, we conclude from (2.62), (2.63) and [1, Theorem 4, p. 341 ] that 2 imaMeHM,X) is (B-R, 2) summable to zero uniformly in B (X0, h0l4) . The first part of (2.43) is therefore established. A similar proof establishes the second part. The proof of the lemma is therefore complete.
Next, we establish the following lemma : But then [9, Lemma 5] in conjunction with (2.71) establishes the conclusion to this lemma.
We now establish (2.70). First using the fact that f(X, t), defined in (2.65), is continuous for t > 0 and periodic of period 2n in the x and y variables, we select a sequence
XlnBiO.hx) tk + iStâttc Given B(X2,h2)^B(0,h1) with h2>0, it follows from (2.65) and the Baire category theory (see [11, p. 29] ) that there exists a subball B(X3, «3)<= B(X2, h2) with «3 > 0 and a finite constant C such that (2.73) \f(X, tk)\ 5 C for X in B(X3, ha) and Jfc-1,2,....
But then it follows from (2.66), (2.72), and (2.73) that conditions (2.39) and (2.40) in the hypothesis of Lemma 2 are met in B(X3, h3). Since (2.37) and (2.38) also hold, we conclude from Lemma 2 that F(X) is harmonic in B(X3, h3) and therefore that (2.74) Z is nowhere dense in B(0, «i).
If Z is nonempty in B(0, hx) then there exists «4 with 0<hi<h1 such that Z n B(0, hi) = Z1 is nonempty. Then Z± is a closed set contained in 7?(0, «j) and we obtain from (2.66), (2.72) , and the Baire category theory that there is an X* in Z, an «5>0, and a constant Cx such that (2.75) B(X*,h5)^B(0,h1) and, for 0<i^l, (2.76) \f(X, 0| Ú Q for B(X*, h5) n Z We shall establish (2.70) by showing that (2.77) X* in Z is false. Given £>0, we use (2.78), (2.79) and (2.80) and choose h6 such that, for 0 < h6 <h5l 10, \F(X)-F(X*)\ < e for A-in Z n B(X*, he), (2.81) \Fll(X)-F(X)\ < e for Xin Z n B(X*, h6) and 0 < h < he, and \Fh(X+ W)-Fh(X)\ < e for X in B(0, hj, \W\ S h, and 0 < h á A6.
We see from (2.81) that (2.77) will follow if we show (2.82) \F(X)-F(X*)\ < 3e for X in B(X*, A6/2) and X not in Z.
To establish (2.82), we fix X in T^X*, A6/2) and assume that X is not in Z. Let P designate the distance from Xio Z. Then 0<p<h6ß, and we obtain from (2.75) that Fis harmonic in B(X, p). Therefore F(X) = F0(X). Let X' be in Z and such that \X-X'\ =p. We consequently have from (2.81) that (2.83) \F(X)-F0(X')\ < e, \F(X')-FP(X')\ < ,, \F(X')-F(X*)\ < e.
We conclude from (2.83) that \F(X)-F(X*)\ <3e and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Let X(X) be a function in LX(T2). Then we shall designate the Fourier coefficients of X(X) as follows: 1(M) = O2)"1 f X(X)e-«M-X) dX.
Jt2
Next, we establish the following lemma: Lemma 4. Let X(X) be a continuous periodic function in the plane of period 2tt in each variable with X(M) = 0(\M\'15) as \M\ -> co. Suppose that 2aMeim,X) is a double trigonometric series having the following properties :aM = a_M and aM = o(\) as \M\ -> co. Suppose furthermore that lim(^0 2m aMeim-X)']M]t=0 for X in B(X0, h,), /7!>0. Set AM = 2PaP\M-P). Then
We first observe from Lemma 3 that lim^o 2MÛMei(M,X)_|M|i=0 uniformly for X in B(X0, hiß). Consequently with h0 = hJ2, we see that (2.39) We observe from (2.74) that At, = AM exp (i(M, X0))-X(X0)aM exp (i(M, X0)) and (2.84) follows immediately from this fact and (2.92). The proof of the lemma is therefore complete.
Sets of uniqueness of type (A).
We shall say that a set E<=-T2 is a set of uniqueness of type (A) on the 2-torus provided the following holds :
If a double trigonometric series 2 aMeim-X) with aM = o(l) as |M| -> oo is Abel summable to zero in T2 -E, then aM = 0 for every integral lattice point M.
In this section, we shall prove the following two theorems concerning sets of uniqueness of type (A). Of course this lemma is motivated by [11, p. 345] . We establish it, however, for Abel summability and do not assume to start with that F is of measure zero.
To establish the lemma, suppose that 2 aMeUM-X) is a double trigonometric series such that (3.6) aM = o(l) as \M\ -^co, and (3.7) lim^0 lMaMeHM-X)'imt = 0 for Zin T2-E.
The lemma will be established if we show (3.8) aM = 0 for every integral lattice point M.
To establish (3.8), with no loss in generality we can suppose from the start that ôM = a_M (see [6, p. 67] ). Next, fix k and set (3.9) AkM = lPaP\(M-P).
From the properties of F* and D* set forth in the hypothesis of the lemma, and from (3.7), we see that for a given X0 in T2 one (or both) of the following two situations prevail:
(3.10) there exists an h, >0 such that, for X in B(X0, h,),
or (3.11) there exists an h, >0 such that, for X in 5(^0, h,), Xk(X)=0.
If (3.10) prevails, we conclude from Lemma 4 that the double series
is (B-R, 3) summable to zero. But a double series which is (B-R, 3) summable to zero is Abel summable to zero. We have therefore that the double series in (3.12) is Abel summable to zero. However, from (3.10) we have that
is Abel summable to zero, also. We conclude that
If the second situation prevails for X0, namely (3.11), we have from (3.2) that (3.14) Xk(X) and all its partial derivatives of orders 1 and 2 vanish in B(X0, h,).
We conclude from [1, Theorem 2, p. 330 ] that 2 AkM exp (i(M, X0)) is (B-R, 1) summable to zero. But this in turn implies that (3.13) holds in this case also.
We conclude that for fixed k, the double trigonometric series 2 ^m^(M,X) is Abel summable to zero for every Xin T2. From (3.2), (3.6), (3.9), and [1, p. 325] , it follows that, for fixed k, Ai, = o(l) as |Af| -> oo. We have therefore from [6, Theorem 7, p. 65] that (3.15) AkM = 0 for every M and k=\, 2. From (3.5), (3.9), and (3.15), we consequently have that for every M (3.16) \(0)aM= -2p"o aM.P\(P), k=l,2,.... Fix M, and let e>0 be given. Then it follows from (3.6) that we can find F0> 1 such that |aM-p| <eC_1 for |F| ^F0. We conclude from (3.3) and (3.16) that, for every k, (3.17) \lk(0)aM\ è e+ 2 K-p| \\(P)\-
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Leaving fc->co, we obtain from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.17) that |aM|=e-But this implies that aM=0. Therefore (3.8) is established, and the proof of the lemma is complete.
We now prove Theorem 2. Since the closure in the torus sense of an 77(/)-set is an 77(J)-set, we can assume from the start that £<=F2 is an 77U)-set which is closed in the torus sense. (To be specific, we assume that the set E* = (JM [E+2-rrM] is a closed set in the plane.) Let {Vk, W¿} be the sequence of normal pairs and %<^T2J be the nonempty domain used in the definition that £is an 77(/)-set where Vi. = (vk, ■ ■ ■ ) vl) and Wk = (wl,..., wÇ). Then there are numbers --n<a, <ßt<-n, j= 1,..., 2J, such that the following prevails:
(3.18) Qi=[as, ß,], j= 1,..., 27, and Q1 x ■ ■ ■ x ß2/c®. For future reference, we observe in particular from the fact that r¡¡(x) is in class C(cc> on the real line and periodic of period 2tt that (3.23) 2m=-oo H?,(ro)|=cy<coJ=i,...,2J.
Next, we set To show that the sequence {K(X)}k = i meets condition (3.1) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5, we fix k and observe from (3.20) that for (x0, y0) in £, either one (or both) of the following situations prevail :
(3.26) there exists a j0 such that x0v'k° is not in Q*io _ ls or (3.27) there exists ay0 such that y0w'k° is not in Q2J0.
Suppose (3.26) prevails. Then it follows from (3.18), (3.19), and (3.21) that there
exists an h0>0 such that if |x-x0| <h0, then xv'k° is not in [a'Jo, ß]Q] mod 27r. Therefore we have from the 27r periodicity of r¡2ja_1 that ij2y0_1(xt;^)=0 for \x-x0\<h0.
Consequently, it follows from (3.24) that for fixed k, (3.28) there exists an «0>0 such that Xk(X)=0 for Zin B(X0, h0).
In case (3.27) prevails, similar reasoning will once again lead us to (3.28). Since X0 was an arbitrary point in F, it follows from (3.28) and from the compactness of F in the torus topology and from (3.25) that for each k there exists an open set in the plane D% such that E*^Dt and Xk(X) = 0 for Ain Dt. We conclude that the sequence {Xk(X)}k^i meets condition (3.1) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5. To establish conditions (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5, we set (3.29) Afc(x)=i?1(^x).
• -^i-xfax) and Xl(y)=r,2(wly)-■ -^(wiy) and observe from (3.24) that (3.30) Xk(x,y) = Xk(x)K(y). Next we observe that To show that the sequence {Xk(X)}k=1 meets condition (3.4) in the hypothesis of the lemma, let M=(m, n) be a fixed integral lattice point different from the origin. Then either one or both of the following situations prevail: m^O or «^0. We shall assume «i^O with similar reasoning prevailing in case n^O. [March Given an e > 0, choose a positive integer y such that
where clt c2, c3,..., c2J are defined in (3.23).
Next, using the fact that {(vk,..., vk)}k = x is a normal sequence, choose k0 so that the following holds : (3.36) if 0<|/Mi|H-\-\mi\¿Jy and k>k0, then \vkm^-Yvkm,\>\m\ + \. From (3.36) , it follows that if vkmx + ■ ■ ■ + v^mj = m and k > k0, then at least one entry in the /-tuple (mlt..., mj) is in modulus greater than y. We consequently conclude from (3.31) and ( and therefore from (3.35) that (3.37) Itol^Ca+irVé+l)-1-• <c2J+1)"1 for *>*0. Also, it follows from (3.31) and (3.23) that (3.38) |^(n)|gc2c4---c2/forallfc. We therefore obtain from (3.32), (3.37), and (3.38) that (3.39) \\(M)\ èe for k>k0. We conclude from (3.39) that limfc_oe \\(M)\=0 for M+0. Consequently, the sequence {Xk(X)}k=x meets condition (3.4) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2 all that remains to be shown is that the sequence {Xk(X)}k=1 meets condition (3.5) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5. To accomplish this fact, we observe from (3.22') and (3.31) that (3.40) %(0) = 1+ 2* Mmù-'fa-iQnj) where 2*t)ím1+-+«ímí=o represents a summation over those /-tuples (mlt..., mj)
such that vlm^-\-vIkmJ=0 with the /-tuple (0,..., 0) omitted. It follows from (3.23) and the normality of {Vk}k=1 exactly as in the last case considered that
fc-*00 vj¿m1 + -+ vkmj = 0
We conclude from (3.40) and (3.41) that (3.42)lim^w^(0) = l. In a similar manner, we obtain that (3.43)lim^oe^(0) = l.
But from (3.32), we have that \(0)=^(0)^(0), and consequently from (3.42) and (3.43) that limfc.,00 \(0) = 1. Therefore, the sequence {Xk(X)} meets condition (3.5) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
We now prove Theorem 1. Let F be an HU)-set on the 2-torus which with no loss in generality we take to be closed in the torus sense. We let xb(X) designate the characteristic function of F in the torus sense, i.e. the function which is one on E, zero on T2-E, and then is extended by periodicity of period 2v in each variable to the rest of the plane. If X0 is in F2 -F, then there exists «0 > 0 such that xe(X)=0 for X in B(X0,h0). Consequently [6, Theorem 2, 2MxM(M)em-X)-mt -> 0 for X in B(X0, h0). We conclude therefore that the Fourier series of xe is Abel summable to zero in T2-E. Also lim|M1_oo Xe(M)=0. Therefore if the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure of F, designated by |F|, were positive we would have a contradiction to Theorem 2. We conclude that |F|=0. Now, suppose (3.44) lim«.« 2\M\iRaMem-X)=0iorXin T2-E. Cooke has shown, [2] and [3] , that if limte_00 2imi2=/c aMem-xy=0 almost everywhere on F2 then 2iMi2=fc Wm\2 = o(1) as k->co. We conclude from this result, from (3.44), and from the fact that |F| =0 that (3.45) aM=o(l)as |M|^oo. From (3.44), we obtain easily that (3.46) limt^o 2 aMef<M-X)-|M|i=0 for Zin T2-E. Since F is an 77(7)-set on the 2-torus we conclude from (3.45), (3.46), and Theorem 2 that aM=0 for all integral lattice points. Consequently, Fis a set of uniqueness of type (C), and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
To prove Theorem 3, we suppose (3.47) aM=o(l)as |M|^co and set for t > 0 (3.48) f(X,t) = 2m aMei(M-X)-|M|i. Also, we set (3.49)F* = U?=i^* and suppose that (3.50) limt^Qf(X, t) = 0 for X in &-E*, where 0> designates the plane. The proof will be complete when we establish the fact that (3.51) aM=0forallM.
To establish (3.51), we see from the start, using an argument similar to that in [6, p. 65] , that with no loss in generality we can also assume (3.52) aM=ä-M for all M. Next, using the fact that f(X, t) defined in (3.48) is continuous for f>0 and periodic of period 27r in the x and y variables, we select a sequence 1 = ^ > i2 > • • • >tk->0 such that (3.53) supxlná,,(/tS(s(fc+1 |/Of, t)-f(X, tk)\ Û1. Set Zuk = {X : \f(X, tk)\ > j}, Z, = Ü Zuk, Z = f]Z,.
But then from (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14), we have that (4.15) lim^o 2m [AM-X(0)aM]e-^= +co. From (4.15) , it follows immediately that (4.3) does not hold, and therefore that the above Statement is indeed false.
In closing, we point out that the above Statement becomes true if we replace (4.1) by the condition 2bs \m\ sb+i |<*m| =o(1) as 7? -> oo. However, this condition has no relevance for this paper.
